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1

Introduction

Finding a path between two vertices in a graph is one of the most fundamental problems
in graph algorithmics. In the rise in popularity of temporal graphs as a mathematical
model [19, 20, 25, 24, 5], computing so-called temporal paths is one of the most important
algorithmic problems in this area. Herein, a temporal graph is a graph whose edges are
present only at certain, known points in time. For our purposes, it is specified by a set V
of vertices and a set E of time arcs, where each time arc (v, w, t, λ) ∈ E consists of a start
vertex v, an end vertex w, a time label t, and a traversal time λ; this means that there is a
(direct) connection from v to w starting at time t and arriving at time t + λ. Temporal graphs
are prime models for many real-world networks: Social graphs, communication networks,
and transportation networks are usually not static but vary over time.
The added dimension of time causes many aspects of connectivity to behave quite
differently from static (i.e., non-temporal) graphs. In particular, the flow of goods or
information through a temporal network has to respect time. More formally, it follows a
temporal walk (or path, if every vertex is visited at most once), i.e., a sequence of time arcs
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(vi , wi , ti , λi )ℓi=1 where vi+1 = wi and ti+1 ≥ ti + λi for all i < ℓ. While inheriting many
properties of their static counterparts, temporal walks exhibit certain characteristics that
add a new level of complexity to algorithmic problems centered around them. For example,
temporal connectivity is not transitive: the existence of a temporal walk from vertex u to w
and a temporal walk from v to w does not imply the existence of a temporal walk from u
to w. Furthermore, the temporal setting allows for several natural notions of an “optimal”
temporal path [3].
As the finding of (optimal) temporal paths and walks constitutes the perhaps most
important building block for (algorithmic) analysis of temporal networks, it has already been
studied intensively [28, 3]. However, the temporal setting allows to model further natural
constraints on temporal walks and paths that do not have a counterpart in the static setting.
For example, recently the study of the computational complexity of finding temporal walks
and paths that are subject to some waiting time constraints has been initiated [6, 1].
In this work, we investigate another very natural yet still unstudied temporal path variant,
namely so-called delay-robust temporal paths. Real-world networks are often not perfect:
Scheduled connections may be canceled or delayed. This immediately brings up the natural
issue of robustness. To the best of our knowledge, this issue has so far only been analyzed
with respect to cancellations [2], but not with respect to delays. We propose a model for
delay-robust temporal paths and analyze natural structural and computational problems
occurring in this context. Our main problem of interest is to determine whether there is a
delay-robust temporal path between two vertices in a temporal graph.
Delay-Robust Route
Input:
A temporal graph G = (V, E), two vertices s, z ∈ V and x, δ ∈ N.
Question: Is there an x-delay-robust route from s to z in G?

It remains to say how delay-robustness is understood. Although different notions are
conceivable, we consider a sequence of vertices (called a route) in a temporal graph to be
x-delay-robust, if there is a temporal path visiting the vertices in this sequence even if up to
x time arcs are delayed by at most δ. We give a formal definition in Section 2.
This definition is motivated by the fact that changing the vertices may be costly for a
number of reasons: storage or transhipment facilities may need to be newly allocated; if the
new route passes through different jurisdictions, then new authorizations and documents have
to be acquired; insurance policies might not cover alternative routes; the chosen packaging
might no longer be adequate (e.g. when switching from rail to air transportation); or personnel
might need to be moved. All these and many more issues are of much less concern when the
chosen route can be kept and only the schedule has to be changed.
Related Work. Apart from the already mentioned work on finding temporal walks and paths,
there has been extensive research on many other connectivity-related problems on temporal
graphs [4, 14, 23]. Delays in temporal graphs have been considered as a modification operation
to manipulate reachability sets [8, 26]. The individual delay operation considered in the
mentioned work delays a single time arc and is similar to our notion of delays. The deletion of
time arcs [26, 12, 11], the deletion of vertices [29, 16, 22], as well as reordering of time arcs [13]
have also been considered as temporal graph modification operations to manipulate the
connectivity properties of the temporal graph. The corresponding computational problems
in all mentioned work are NP-hard and can be also considered as computing “robustness
measures” for the connectivity in temporal graphs.
In companion work [18] we investigate the related problem where we ask whether two
vertices remain connected even if up to x time arcs are delayed. Note that in this setting,
the specific temporal path connecting the two vertices can visit different vertices for different
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delays. We show that this problem can be solved in polynomial time. We further investigate
the problem variant where the delays occur dynamically during the “journey” from the start
to the destination vertex. In this case the problem becomes PSPACE-complete if every
vertex can be visited at most once and stays polynomial-time solvable, otherwise.
Our Contribution. We introduce the computational problem of finding routes that are robust
under delays. We investigate its computational complexity with a focus on parameterized
algorithms and hardness [10, 7].
We first give some structural results in Section 3, including that Delay-Robust Path
is solvable in polynomial time if the underlying graph1 is a forest. In Section 4, we show
that Delay-Robust Path is NP-hard even if the underlying graph has constant bandwidth,
which implies that it also has constant treewidth. We further show that Delay-Robust
Path is W[1]-hard when parameterized by the combination of the feedback vertex number
of the underlying graph and the number of delays. In Section 5, we present our general
algorithmic results where we explore how the polynomial-time algorithm for underlying
forests can be generalized. We give a polynomial-time algorithm for the case where we have
a constant number of delays. We further give two FPT algorithms: one for the underlying
feedback edge set number as a parameter and one for the combination of the so-called timed
feedback vertex number [6] and the number of delays as a parameter.
Due to the lack of space, several proofs (marked with (⋆)) had to be deferred to the full
version [17].

2

Preliminaries

We abbreviate {1, 2, . . . , n} as [n] and {n, n + 1, . . . , m} as [n, m]. For any time arc e =
(v, w, t, λe ), we denote the starting and ending vertices as start(e) = v an end(e) = w, the
time label as t(e) = t, and the traversal time as λ(e) = λe . Furthermore, for any vertex v,
τv+ denotes the set of time steps where v has outgoing time arcs, and τv− denotes the time
steps with incoming time arcs. We set τv := τv+ ∪ τv− .
Given a temporal graph G, we denote by T the maximum time label of all time arcs
in G. When removing all time information and directions from the time arcs of a temporal
graph G = (V, E), the resulting (static & undirected) graph Gu (G) = (V, E ′ ) with E ′ =
{{v, w} | (v, w, t, λ) ∈ E} is called the underlying graph of G.
Delays. We distinguish two different types of delays. Both are applied to a single time
arc e and delay it by a natural number δ. A starting delay increases the time label t(e) by δ
while a traversal delay increases the traversal time λ(e) by δ. In the example of a railway
network, a starting delay would correspond to a delayed departure at a station whereas a
traversal delay would describe a delay occurring on the way between two stations.
For a given set D ⊆ E of delayed arcs, a sequence of time arcs (vi , wi , ti , λi )ℓi=1 is called
a D-starting-delayed temporal walk resp. a D-traversal-delayed temporal walk if it is a
temporal walk in the temporal graph obtained from G by applying starting delays resp.
traversal delays to all time arcs in D. (We omit D as well as the type of delay when they are
clear from context.) Note that a traversal-delayed temporal walk is always also a temporal
walk in G, which is not necessarily true for a starting-delayed temporal walk.

1

The underlying graph of a temporal graph is the undirected static graph obtained by connecting all
vertices that are connected by a time arc.
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(5,1)

b

(9,1)

c

(11,1)

z

Figure 1 An example temporal graph where (s, a, b, c, z) is a traversal- and starting-delay-robust
temporal route for x = 1 and δ = 3. No matter which time arc is delayed, there is a temporal path
through these vertices in that order. On the other hand, the route ceases to be delay-robust for
δ ≥ 5, as delaying the first arc demonstrates.

As an example consider the following temporal walk with edges labeled by (t(e), λ(e)):
a

(1, 1)

(3, 1)

b

c

When delaying the first time arc by 1, i.e. when setting δ = 1 and D = {(a, b, 1, 1)}, then
this is also a starting-delayed as well as a traversal-delayed temporal walk: Due to the delay,
the first time arc arrives in b at time step 2 + δ = 3 which is no later than the departure of
the second time arc. However, if we instead set δ = 2 and D = {(a, b, 1, 1), (b, c, 3, 1)}, then
it is still a starting-delayed temporal walk but no longer a traversal-delayed temporal walk,
because the first time arc only reaches b at time 4.
We say a sequence R of vertices forms a (delayed) route if there is a (delayed) temporal
walk which follows R, that is, which visits exactly the vertices of R in the given order.
Generally, a temporal walk or route from vertex s to vertex z is also called a temporal
(s, z)-walk or (s, z)-route. A (delayed) temporal path is a (delayed) temporal walk where no
vertex is visited twice.
Robustness. We say that a temporal route is traversal-delay-robust resp. starting-delayrobust for a given number x of delays if it is a D-traversal-delayed resp. D-starting-delayed
temporal route for all delay sets D of size |D| ≤ x. Of course, this also depends on the value
of δ. An example can be seen in Figure 1.
We now have all the ingredients for the formal definition of our main problem, DelayRobust Route, as given in Section 1. In this definition, we did not specify whether traversalor starting-delay is used. The reason for that is that we will show in Section 3 that the
distinction is meaningless because both problem variants are equivalent. In the meantime,
however, we will refer to them as TD-Delay-Robust Route and SD-Delay-Robust
Route.

3

Structural Results and Recognizing Robust Routes

In this section, we derive some important properties of delay-robust routes.

3.1

Structural Results

We begin by investigating the distinction between walks and paths. Clearly, from any
temporal walk one can obtain a temporal path by eliminating all circular subwalks. This
leads to the following lemma, which holds for traversal as well as starting delays, and for all
delay sizes x and delay times δ and will come in handy later.
▶ Lemma 1. Let s and z be two vertices. If there is a delay-robust (s, z)-route, then there is
a delay-robust (s, z)-route without repeated vertices.
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Proof. If there is a delay-robust (s, z)-route R = (vi )ki=1 , then for each delay of size at most x
there is a delayed temporal walk traversing v1 , v2 , . . . , vk in that order. Each of these delayed
temporal walks can be turned into a delayed temporal walk by eliminating circular subwalks.
All the delayed temporal paths obtained in this way follow the same sequence of vertices,
making this sequence a delay-robust (s, z)-route without repeated vertices.
◀
By virtue of Lemma 1, we will subsequently assume routes to not contain repeated
vertices.
Next, we turn towards proving the equivalence of SD-Delay-Robust Route and TDDelay-Robust Route. We start with some important observations. The first one is that
every traversal-delayed temporal walk is also a starting-delayed temporal walk.
▶ Lemma 2. Let P be a traversal-delayed temporal walk for some delay set D and δ ∈ N.
Then P is also a starting-delayed temporal walk for D and δ.
Proof. Let P = (vi , wi , ti , λi )ℓi=1 . This means that
ti + λi + [ei ∈ D] · δ ≤ ti+1
for all i ≤ ℓ − 1, where [ei ∈ D] =

(
1
0

if ei ∈ D
otherwise

denotes the Iverson bracket. Thus

ti + λi + [ei ∈ D] · δ ≤ ti+1 + [ei+1 ∈ D] · δ
which shows that P is a starting-delayed temporal walk.

◀

While the converse of Lemma 2 is generally not true, the following weaker statement
holds.
▶ Lemma 3. Let R be a route, δ ∈ N and D a minimal delay set such that R is not a
D-traversal-delayed route. Then R is not a D-starting-delayed route either.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that R was a D-starting-delayed route. Then there is a
D-starting-delayed temporal walk P = (ei )ℓi=1 = (vi , wi , ti , λi )ℓi=1 that follows R, i.e.,
ti + λi + [ei ∈ D] · δ ≤ ti+1 + [ei+1 ∈ D] · δ
for all i ≤ ℓ − 1. Since R is not a traversal-delayed route, P is not a traversal-delayed
temporal path. Thus there exists an index j ≤ ℓ − 1 with
tj + λj + [ej ∈ D] · δ > tj+1
and we may assume j to be chosen maximally. This implies that
tj+1 < tj + λj + [ej ∈ D] · δ ≤ tj+1 + [ej+1 ∈ D] · δ,
which in turn implies that ej+1 ∈ D. By maximality of j, P ′ = (ei )ℓi=j+1 is a traversal-delayed
temporal path. Thus, for any traversal-delayed temporal path Q = (vi , wi , t′i , λ′i )ji=1 following
′
′
′
′
(vi )j+1
i=1 , we must have tj + λj + [(vj , wj , tj , λj ) ∈ D] · δ > tj+1 , for otherwise its concatenation
′
with P would contradict the fact that R is not a traversal-delayed route. Therefore, R is also
not a D′ -traversal-delayed temporal vertex walk, where D′ = D \ {ej+1 }. This contradicts
the minimality of D.
◀
Using Lemmas 2 and 3, we can now prove the following.
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▶ Theorem 4. TD-Delay-Robust Route = SD-Delay-Robust Route.
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a temporal graph, s, z ∈ V be a start and an end vertex,
and x, δ ∈ N. If (G, s, z, x, δ) is a no-instance of SD-Delay-Robust Route, then for every
(s, z)-route R, there exists a set D of |D| ≤ x time arcs such that there is no D-startingdelayed temporal path following R. By Lemma 2, there is then also no D-traversal-delayed
temporal path following R, thus (G, s, z, x, δ) is a no-instance of TD-Delay-Robust Route.
Conversely, if (G, s, z, x, δ) is a no-instance of TD-Delay-Robust Route, then for every
(s, z)-route R there exists a set D of |D| ≤ x time arcs such that R is no D-traversal-delayed
route. We may assume D to be minimal to that respect. Then Lemma 3 gives us that
R is no D-starting-delayed route, making (G, s, z, x, δ) a no-instance of SD-Delay-Robust
Route.
◀
Theorem 4 allows us now to drop the distinction between the two delay types and speak
simply of Delay-Robust Route. For the remainder of this paper we will mostly work with
traversal delays, for they are slightly easier to handle.

3.2

Recognizing Robust Routes

Since a route can be followed by an exponential number of different temporal walks, it is
not immediately clear whether delay-robustness can be efficiently checked. The following
theorem says that this is the case, and Delay-Robust Route is thus contained in NP.
▶ Theorem 5 (⋆). For any given x, δ ∈ N, one can determine in O(nmx2 + m log m) time
whether a given route R in a temporal graph G is x-delay-robust, where n is the number of
vertices of R and m is the number of time arcs connecting consecutive vertices of R.
Theorem 5 also gives us a polynomial-time algorithm to solve Delay-Robust Route
on temporal graphs with underlying forest: As any vertex pair (s, z) is connected by at most
one route, we only need to test the delay robustness of that route.
In the remainder of this section, we will prove Theorem 5. The basic idea is that a route
is delay-robust for a worst-case delay if and only if it is delay-robust for all delays. This
worst-case delay can be computed in polynomial time using a dynamic program.
First, we introduce the term earliest arrival time for a given route. A route R = (vi )ki=1
requires that there is at least one temporal path following R. The earliest arrival time is
then the arrival time of the temporal path that arrives earliest. Formally, we define the
earliest arrival time as follows. Let P = {Pi }ℓi=1 be the set of temporal paths following R
(i) (i)
(i)
with Pi = (e1 , e2 , . . . , ek−1 ). The earliest arrival time of R then is defined as the earliest
n
o
(i)
(i)
arrival time of any temporal path in P, i.e., as min t(ek−1 ) + λ(ek−1 ) i ≤ ℓ . Analogously,
if R = (vi )ki=1 is a delayed route for the delay set D ⊆ E and delay time δ ∈ N, and if P as
above is thenset of delayed temporal paths following R,othen the earliest delayed arrival time
(i)
(i)
(i)
of R is min t(ek−1 ) + λ(ek−1 ) + [ek−1 ∈ D] · δ i ≤ ℓ .
We then define the worst-case arrival time of a route R = (vi )ki=1 for a given delay size x
and delay time δ as the maximum earliest delayed arrival time of R, taken over all delay
sets D with |D| ≤ x. (If R is not x-delay-robust, then we define the worst-case arrival time
to be ∞.)
Now that we defined the worst-case arrival time, we show how to compute it. Let
Rj = (vi )ji=1 denote the prefix routes of R. The dynamic program computes table entries
ARj [y] iteratively for all j ≤ k and y ≤ x, where ARj [y] stores the worst-case arrival time
of Rj for y delays.
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We begin with the single-vertex route R1 = (v1 ), setting AR1 [y] = 0 for all y since the
empty temporal path is always available to go from v1 to v1 . Our goal is then to inductively
compute ARj from ARj−1 .
Consider the situation where we want to get from v to w in a single step, starting at
time t. Then the set of available time arcs is E(v, w, t) = {(v, w, t′ , λ) ∈ E | t′ ≥ t}. Suppose
E(v, w, t) = {ai }ℓi=1 where t(ai ) + λ(ai ) ≤ t(ai+1 ) + λ(ai+1 ) for all i. Now if up to y delays
occur, then the latest time at which we will reach w is
α(v, w, t, y) := min{t(a1 ) + λ(a1 ) + δ, t(ay+1 ) + λ(ay+1 )}.
Here, the worst case occurs if a1 through ay are all delayed.
Using this fact, we can now compute the table entries ARi from ARi−1 as follows.
ARi [y] = max
{α(vi−1 , vi , ARi−1 [y ′ ], y − y ′ )}.
′
0≤y ≤y

The idea here is that some number y ′ ≤ y of delays will occur between vi−1 and vi , while
the other y − y ′ delays can occur somewhere along Ri−1 .
The formal proof that AR [x] contains the solution to the Delay-Robust Route instance
and that it can be computed in the specified time is deferred to the full version [17].

4

A Reduction Framework for Delay-Robust Route

In this section, we investigate the computational hardness of Delay-Robust Route with a
particular attention to parameterized hardness with respect to “distance to forest” parameters.
The goal is to lay out the ground for potential generalization of the algorithm presented in
Section 3.2. We introduce a new problem Multi-Colored Monotone SAT in Section 4.1
and design a polynomial-time reduction to Delay-Robust Route. We will use this as an
intermediate problem for reductions from 3-SAT and Multi-Colored Clique in Section 4.2
to show NP-hardness and parameterized hardness results.

4.1

Multi-Colored Monotone SAT

The problem Multi-Colored Monotone SAT is a Satisfiability variant where the
variables are partitioned into “color classes” and only one variable from each color may be
set to true. Furthermore, we do not make any assumptions on the Boolean formula other
than that all variables appear non-negated. Formally, the we define the problem as follows.
Multi-Colored Monotone SAT (MCMSAT)
Input:

Disjoint sets of variables X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn and a boolean formula Φ only consisting
of positive literals and the operators ∧ and ∨.
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for Φ where exactly one variable from each
Xi for i ∈ [n] is true?

We have the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 6 (⋆). MCMSAT ≤poly
Delay-Robust Route.
m
We describe the reduction behind Theorem 6 here, but defer most of the formal correctness
proofs to the full version [17].
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(a) Selection gadgets for the variable sets with |X1 | = 3 and |X2 | = |X3 | = 2.
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(b) Validation gadgets for Φ = (x1,1 ∨ (x1,2 ∧ x2,1 )) ∧ (x2,2 ∨ x3,1 ). The time arcs belonging to a literal
are highlighted in the corresponding color.
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(c) Finalization gadgets for n = 3.

Figure 2 An example temporal graph resulting from a Multi-Colored Monotone SAT
reduction. Dummy time arcs are omitted. The instance has n = 3 disjoint variable sets.

Let I = ((X1 , X2 , . . . , Xn ), Φ) be an instance of MCMSAT. We will construct a temporal
graph G = (V, E) and an instance I ′ = (G, s, z, δ, x) of Delay-Robust Route so that I is a
yes-instance of MCMSAT if and only if I ′ is a yes-instance of Delay-Robust Route. All
time arcs in G have a traversal time of 0. Thus, we abbreviate time arcs as 3-tuples (v, w, t).
In figures we omit the traversal time and label arcs only with their time step.
Let Xi = {xi,1 , xi,2 , . . . , xi,|Xi | } for all i ∈ [n]. Furthermore, let m := maxi |Xi | denote
the largest cardinality of a variable set Xi . The temporal graph consists of chained selection
gadgets for each variable set Xi , a recursively constructed validation gadget and chained
finalization gadgets for each variable set Xi . The selection gadgets are used to select the
variable from Xi that is assigned to true, for each i ∈ [n]. Then the validation gadgets check
whether the formula is satisfied under the selected truth assignment. If this is not the case,
then a connection breaks at latest in the finalization gadgets and the target vertex can not
be reached. The gadgets use an offset oi := (2m + 1) · (i − 1). We set the delay time to δ = 1
and the number of delays to x = 2 · n − 1. Figure 2 shows examples for all gadget types.
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Selection Gadgets. The selection gadgets are used to select one variable xi,a from each
set Xi . For each set Xi , we add a vertex si to V and one additional vertex sn+1 . For each
(1)
(2)
set Xi and each variable xi,a ∈ Xi , we add the vertices xi,a and xi,a to V . Moreover, we add
the following time arcs to E so that there is one route from si to si+1 for this variable xi,a :
o +a

(1) oi +a,oi+1 −a

(2) oi +a,oi+1 −a,oi+1

i
si −−
−→ xi,a −−−−−−−−→ xi,a −−−−−−−−−−−→ si+1

Taking this sub-route corresponds to setting the variable xi,a to true. Additionally, for each
of the three underlying arcs we add a dummy time arc for each time step t ∈ [oi+1 − 1]. If
(1)
(2)
the sub-route si → xi,a → xi,a → si+1 is chosen, then the worst-case arrival time from s1
to si+1 is oi + a for 2 · (i − 1) delays and oi+1 − a = oi + 2 · m + 1 − a for 2 · (i − 1) + 1 delays.
Any sub-route is a Pareto optimum: while one arrives earlier for 2 · (i − 1) delays, another
arrives earlier for 2 · (i − 1) + 1 delays. An example for chained selection gadgets can be seen
in Figure 2a.
Validation Gadgets. The validation gadgets are used to check whether the formula Φ is
satisfied under the selected truth assignment. We will add a fresh vertex f1 to V which is the
start of the validation gadgets. The validation gadget for Φ will be constructed with sn+1 as
a start vertex and f1 as an end vertex. Given a start vertex v and an end vertex w, we can
recursively construct the validation gadget for a formula Φ in the following way:
1. Φ = xi,a is a single positive literal.
(1)
(2)
We add two fresh vertices ℓi,a and ℓi,a to V . We add the following time arcs, so that
there is a connection from v to w:
oi +a,oi+1 −a

(1) oi +a,oi+1 −a

(2) oi +a,oi+1 −a

v −−−−−−−−→ ℓi,a −−−−−−−−→ ℓi,a −−−−−−−−→ w
Additionally for all three underlying arcs we add a dummy time arc for each time
step t ∈ [on+1 − 1] \ [oi , oi+1 − 1]. We call this constructed part of the validation gadget
a literal gadget. If the variable xi,a has been selected in the selection gadgets, then
traversing this literal gadget does not affect the worst-case arrival time with respect to
the number of delays. However, if xi,a has not been selected there is a delay that breaks
the connection at latest in the finalization gadgets.
2. Φ = Φ1 ∧ Φ2 ∧ . . . ∧ Φk is a conjunction of k sub-formulae.
We add a fresh vertex ci to V for all i ∈ [k − 1]. Then the validation gadgets for
all sub-formulae Φi are constructed, with ci−1 as the start and ci as the end vertex,
where c0 = v and ck = w. Thus, the gadgets for the sub-formulae are connected in a row,
and to traverse the temporal graph from v to w all gadgets for the sub-formulae have to
be traversed.
3. Φ = Φ1 ∨ Φ2 ∨ . . . ∨ Φk is a disjunction of k sub-formulae.
We construct the validation gadgets for all sub-formulae Φi with v as the start and w as
the end vertex. Thus, the gadgets for the sub-formulae are connected in parallel, and
to traverse the temporal graph from v to w one gadget for a sub-formulae has to be
traversed.
An example for a valid gadget can be seen in Figure 2b.
Finalization Gadgets. The finalization gadgets are similar to the selection gadgets for all
sets X2 to Xn . For each variable set Xi for i ∈ [2, n] we add a vertex fi to V . For each
(1)
(2)
variable xi,a ∈ Xi we add the vertices fi,a and fi,a to V and add the following time arcs:
oi +a,oi+1 −a

(1) oi +a,oi+1 −a

(2) oi +a,oi+1 −a

fi−1 −−−−−−−−→ fi,a −−−−−−−−→ fi,a −−−−−−−−→ fi
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Again for all three underlying arcs and each time step t ∈ [on+1 − 1] \ [oi , oi+1 − 1] we add a
dummy time arc. An example for finalization gadgets can be seen in Figure 2c.
The start and end vertices for our Delay-Robust Route-instance are s1 and fn ,
respectively.
We defer the proof that the constructed Delay-Robust Route instance is equivalent
to the given Multi-Colored Monotone SAT instance to the full version [17].

4.2

Applications of the Framework

Next, we use our previous result that MCMSAT ≤poly
Delay-Robust Route (Theorem 6)
m
to show that Delay-Robust Route is NP-complete even if the underlying graph has
bandwidth 3. The bandwidth bw(G) of a graph G is the smallest number b such that the
vertices of G can be placed at distinct integer points along a line so that the length of the
longest edge is b. The bandwidth of a graph upper-bounds both the graph’s pathwidth and
treewidth [27]. Formally, we show the following result by using an appropriate polynomialtime reduction from the NP-complete 3-SAT problem [21] to MCMSAT.
▶ Theorem 7 (⋆). Delay-Robust Route is NP-complete for all fixed δ ≥ 1, maximum
traversal times λmax ≥ 0, and bandwidths of the underlying graph bw(Gu (G)) ≥ 3 .
Next, we show W[1]-hardness of Delay-Robust Route for the feedback vertex set
of the underlying graph, the length of a delay-robust temporal path, and the number of
delays combined. To this end, we give a parameterized polynomial-time reduction from
Multi-Colored Clique [15] to Delay-Robust Route. Again we use MCMSAT as an
intermediate problem and use Theorem 6. Formally, we show the following result.
▶ Theorem 8 (⋆). Delay-Robust Route is W[1]-hard with respect to x + L + f where x
is the number of delays, L is the length of a longest s-z path in Gu (G), and f is the feedback
vertex number of Gu (G).
The presented hardness results show that we presumably cannot generalize Theorem 5 to
an FPT result for parameters such as the treewidth of the underlying graph or the feedback
vertex number of the underlying graph.

5

Parameterized Algorithms

In Section 4, we presented several hardness results. Here, we present our algorithmic results
for general input graphs which can be seen as different ways to generalize Theorem 5. We
start with an XP-algorithm for the number of delays as a parameter and then present two
FPT algorithms for “distance to forest” parameters.

5.1

Number of Delays

In what follows, we present an algorithm similar to Dijkstra’s algorithm [9]. Starting at the
source vertex s, it finds all optimal temporal (s, v)-routes by expanding each optimum by one
step per iteration. However, as we have seen in the polynomial-time reductions in Section 4,
there can be many (s, z)-routes that are Pareto-optimal with respect to the arrival time
for a given number of delays. We use the dynamic program from Theorem 5 to extend the
paths by a single time arc. Our main result of this section is that Delay-Robust Route
admits an XP-algorithm with respect to the number x of delays. Theorem 8 implies that we
presumably cannot improve this to an FPT result for this parameter. Formally, we show the
following (in the remainder of this subsection, we provide a sketch of proof).
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▶ Theorem 9 (⋆). Delay-Robust Route can be solved in O(|V | · |E|
x is the number of allowed delays.

2x

· x2 ) time, where

For each route, its arrival time vector ⃗t = (t0 , t1 , . . . , tx ) is a vector of x + 1 time steps
where ty is the worst-case arrival time for y delays. We define a partial order ⪯ to compare
arrival time vectors. For ⃗t = (t0 , t1 , . . . , tx ) and ⃗t′ = (t′0 , t′1 , . . . , t′x ), set ⃗t ⪯ ⃗t′ if and only if
ty ≤ t′y for all y ≤ x. This partial order can be used to decrease the set of prefix paths that
need to be considered due to the following observation.
▶ Observation 10. Let G = (V, E) be a temporal graph, let s, v, z ∈ V be three vertices, and
P1 and P2 be two delay-robust (s, v)-routes with the arrival time vectors ⃗t1 ⪯ ⃗t2 . If there is
a delay-robust (s, z)-route P so that P = P2 ◦ P ′ , then P1 ◦ P ′ is also a delay-robust route.
Additionally, if there is a delay-robust (s, v)-route, then there is one whose arrival time vector
is minimal among all (s, v)-routes.
Since for any delay one can arrive earlier in vertex v by using the route P1 compared
to P2 , replacing the prefix P2 by P1 still guarantees delay-robustness.
We define a table A with entries for every vertex of G. The table entry A[v] contains a
set of arrival time vectors for (s, v)-routes. We will only store vectors that are minimal with
respect to ⪯, since we do not need to consider others due to Observation 10. Thus, the set
A[v] will represent the Pareto front of routes from s to v.
Furthermore, we define a priority queue Q that contains tuples (v, ⃗t) of vertices and
arrival time vectors. The queue is sorted according by the arrival time vectors according
to ⪯. The queue elements (v, ⃗t) contain the prefix routes from where a search should be
expanded.
We initialize the table A as follows:
(
{(0, . . . , 0)}, if v = s
A[v] =
∅,
otherwise.
The start vertex s can always be reached through the empty path. For all other vertices
there is initially no route stored. Furthermore, we initialize the queue Q with the tuple
(s, (0, . . . , 0)).
To compute the table entries we repeatedly pop the first element (v, ⃗t) from Q and
propagate possible delay-robust routes from there. If (v, ⃗t) is in the queue, then this means
that there is a delay-robust (s, v)-route P with the arrival time vector ⃗t.
Let nextv := {w | (v, w, t, λ) ∈ V } denote the set of vertices reachable from v by a
single time arc. For all w ∈ nextv , we compute the arrival time vector ⃗t′ = (t′0 , t′1 , . . . , t′x )
of P ′ = P ◦ (w) using the dynamic program described in Section 3.2: The arrival time vector
of P ′ is simply the table row AP ′ and P ′ is y-delay-robust if and only if AP ′ [y] < ∞.
As an optimization, we can round up the arrival time entries to the next time step in τw+ ,
i.e. replace t′y by
tˆ′y = min{t ∈ τw+ | t ≥ t′y }.
t

This rounding does not change the delay-robustness of any route since no temporal walk can
leave w between time t′y and tˆ′y .
If P ′ is x-delay-robust, then we can add ⃗t′ to the set A[w], unless A[w] already contains
a smaller arrival time vector. We then delete all t⃗′′ with ⃗t′ ⪯ t⃗′′ from A[w] and also remove
the corresponding elements (w, t⃗′′ ) from the queue Q. Finally, we insert (w, ⃗t′ ) into Q.
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Once the queue Q is empty, we have investigated all x-robust prefix routes that might
eventually lead to z. There is then a delay-robust (s, v)-route if and only if A[z] ̸= ∅.
We defer the correctness proof for the presented algorithm as well as the running time
analysis to the full version [17].

5.2

Timed Feedback Vertex Number

In this section, we explore another way to generalize Theorem 5. We present an FPT
algorithm for the so-called timed feedback vertex number (introduced by Casteigts et al. [6])
and the number x of delays combined. Intuitively, the timed feedback vertex number is the
minimum number of “vertex appearances” that need to be removed from the temporal graph
to turn its underlying graph into a forest. Formally, it is defined as follows.
Let G be a temporal graph and X ⊆ V × [T ] a set of vertex appearances. Then we write
G − X := (V, E ′ ), where E ′ = E \ {(v, w, t, λ) | (v, t) ∈ X ∨ (w, t) ∈ X}. A timed feedback
vertex set of G is a set X ⊆ V × [T ] of vertex appearances such that Gu (G − X) is cycle-free.
The timed feedback vertex number of a temporal graph G is the minimum cardinality of a
timed feedback vertex set of G.
▶ Theorem 11 (⋆). Delay-Robust Route can be solved in 2O(xf log f ) · (|V | + |E|)O(1)
time, where f is the timed feedback vertex number of the underlying graph.
In the following, we give a description of the main steps of the algorithm we use to obtain
the above result. The algorithm follows a simple “guess and check”-approach.
1. Compute a minimum timed feedback vertex set X of the input graph using an algorithm
provided by Casteigts et al. [6].
2. Let X̂ = {v | (v, t) ∈ X}. Iterate over all partitions X̂0 ⊎ X̂1 ⊎ X̂2 ⊎ X̂3 = X̂ of X̂. We
distinguish two types of neighbors of a vertex. A neighbor connected by a time arc that is
preserved in G − X is called a “forest neighbor”, while other neighbors are called “feedback
neighbors”. Intuitively, in this step we guess for each vertex whether its predecessor resp.
successor in the route is a feedback neighbor or a forest neighbor, leading to the following
four cases:
The route does not contain v or the predecessor and successor of v in the route are
forest neighbors of v (then v ∈ X̂0 ),
the predecessor of v in the route is a forest neighbor v, and the successor of v in the
route is a feedback neighbor of v (then v ∈ X̂1 ),
the predecessor of v in the route is a feedback neighbor v, and the successor of v in
the route is a forest neighbor of v (then v ∈ X̂2 ), or
the predecessor and successor of v in the route are feedback neighbors of v (then
v ∈ X̂3 ).
3. Iterate over all orders on X̂1 ∪ X̂2 ∪ X̂3 . Intuitively, in this step we guess in which order
the vertices appear in the route.
4. Let T̂ = {t, t + δ | ∃w ∈ V : (w, t) ∈ X} ∪ {∞} be the relevant time steps. For each vertex
v ∈ X̂1 ∪ X̂2 ∪ X̂3 , iterate over all delay profiles (t1 , t2 , . . . , tx ) ∈ T̂ x . Intuitively, here we
guess for each delay size i the smallest relevant time ti which is at least the worst-case
arrival time at v.
5. Use Theorem 5 to find route segments that respect the guessed delay profiles between
consecutive vertices in X̂1 ∪ X̂2 ∪ X̂3 and which can be combined to an x-delay-robust
(s, z)-route.
A detailed description of the last step and a sketch of the main ideas for the correctness
proof and running time analysis are deferred to the full version [17].
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Underlying Feedback Edge Number

In this section, we show that Delay-Robust Route admits an FPT-algorithm with respect
to the feedback edge number of the underlying graph. Given a (static) undirected graph
G = (V, E), a feedback edge set F ⊆ E is a set of edges, so that G − F is acyclic. The
feedback edge number is the cardinality of a minimum feedback edge set of G. Formally, we
show the following.
▶ Theorem 12 (⋆). Delay-Robust Route can be solved in 2O(f ) · (|V | · |E| · x2 ) + O(|E| ·
log |E|) time, where f is the feedback edge number of the underlying graph.
Casteigts et al. [6] designed an FPT-algorithm for the so-called Restless Temporal
Path parameterized by the feedback edge number of the underlying graph. This algorithm
can be applied to Delay-Robust Route as well with minor modifications in order to prove
Theorem 12.

6

Conclusion

We modeled a naturally motivated path-finding problem taking into account delays by means
of (algorithmic) temporal graph theory. For our central problem, Delay-Robust Route,
we found computational hardness already for some tree-like underlying (static) graphs. While
having provided a few encouraging parameterized tractability results, we leave plenty of room
for further investigations into this direction. In particular, we left open what happens for the
special case when the number of time labels per edge is bounded from above (in parameterized
complexity terms, taking this as a parameter). Recall that our central hardness reduction
needs many time labels. Moreover, the parameters vertex cover number or timed feedback
vertex set number [6] (as a single parameter) deserve investigations as well. Rather from a
modeling perspective, one might vary the basic problem by e.g. considering a global delay
budget or other variations of the delay concept.
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